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the Baworowscy library in lviv was 
one of the major privately funded 
libraries in the period of the par-
titions of poland. its was found-
ed by a  count wiktor Baworowski 

(1826–1894), prus ii wilczekosy coat of arms; 
a  translator of western-european literature into 
polish, and a  bibliophile1, renowned for his ec-
centric behavior. his collection has its onset in 
Myszkowice estate near tarnopol. since 1857, tak-
ing Józef ossoliński as an example, Baworowski 
aspired to open an entail2. in 1861 Baworowski 
placed his book collection in an inherited build-
ing of the former sieniawski arsenal in lviv, 
where he established a  sort of library – museum 
which, apart from precious polish material, held 
also the slavic one, as well as a  print collection, 
sculptures, paintings, and other relics of the 
former culture of the republic of poland. owing 
to the assistance offered by a  well-known collec-
tor aleksander Batawski, Baworowski obtained 
whole book collections or most valuable frag-
ments, particularly those concerning the history 
of poland, among others, collections of alekas-
ander and stanisław stadnicki of Żmigród, ewar-
yst and Józef kuropatnicki, ambroży Grabowski, 
alojzy osiński, kazimierz stronczyński, leon 
dembowski of klimontowice, dionizy zubrzycki, 
and Jan wincenty Bandtkie-stężyński. in 1856 
the library had six thousand polish works, three 
thousand foreign ones, as well as five hundred 
manuscripts.3 henryk schmitt, who began work-
ing on a  catalogue of engravings and the regula-
tions of the book collection, took care of them. 
schmitt’s work was continued by other librarians, 
wojciech kętrzyński among others, who regis-
tered historiographic works in the collection, as 
well as works by stanisław orzechowski, szymon 
starowolski, sermons and funeral speeches, and 

ad lectorem

also works on grammar and lexicology, literature, 
theology, and herbaria.

in 1894, after the death of the founder, the col-
lection held 15,571 old prints, and over one thou-
sand manuscripts, particularly in belles-lettres, 
politics, law, liturgy, theology, and mathematics 
and natural sciences, which – aside from other 
sources – came from private collections. in his 
will from 1881 Baworowski bequeathed the li-
brary to “the property of the land of Galicia and 
lodomeria,” while the established library of the 
count wiktor Baworowski Foundation in lviv be-
came administrated by the national department 
(a unit of the diet of the kingdom of Galicia).

in 1914, a  collection of count zygmunt czar-
necki4, the grandson of the library’s founder 
(1905), an incisor Regni antoni czarnecki, was 
purchased (for 180 thousand marks, with a provi-
sion of indivisibility), holding 6,435 works com-
ing from various collections, for example, from 
castellan Bieliński or aleksy prusinowski. this 
collection consisted in thirty-eight incunabula, 
one thousand and a half of old prints, numerous 
manuscripts on the polish law, history, books 
on mathematics and astronomy, religious prints 
(a  collection of the oldest missals of the cracow 
and poznań dioceses, as well as copies of the 
holy Bible, acts of synods). among them, there 
were valuable and unique prints, which concerned 
religious matters in poland and abroad, especially 
polemic and dissident literature.

in the year 1900, the library count wiktor 
Baworowski Foundation, after having been made 
accessible to the public, became a  significant re-
search center (since 1901 it functioned under 
rudolf kotula management5).

Under occupation, the library collections dis-
seminated – they were included into the lviv 
Branch of the library of the academy of sci-
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ences in Usrr collection. afterwards, the col-
lections were made part of the ii Branch of 
staatsbibliothek lemberg, which already included 
the ossolineum library. part of the documents 
was handed over to cracow6, and then to lower 
silesia; however, these days, part of the collection 

is, among other places, in the national library in 
warsaw. nonetheless, since 1945 the foundations 
of the collection (with valuable collections from 
the 16th century7) have been stored in the lviv 
national wasyl stefaniuk scientific library of 
Ukraine (lnsl).

in the 16th century, in the reign of the Jag-
iellonian dynasty, the republic of poland 
enjoyed a  period of prosperity in many 
areas of economic and social life, whereas 
an active participation in the public and 

cultural spheres was possible due to education, 
which was implemented with due respect to the 
humanistic ideals. the most prominent academic 
center at that time was cracow, referred to by enea 
silvio as the polish athens8. among the alumni of 
the cracow academy, there were a great number 
of eminent politicians, writers, and columnists. 
the intellectual elite of the country focused on the 
wawel court, while bishops’ and magnates’ courts 
were significant centers of humanistic culture. an 
expression of the intellectual atmosphere of the 
“golden era” of the republic of poland was, for ex-
ample, a cultural patronage, which, among othe rs, 
took care of the editorial initiatives and also of 
the editing processes of particular texts9 that often 
promoted works in the mother tongue10. con-
tacts with the european centers ware maintained 
by cooperation between polish humanists and 
a  number of the european authors, translators, 
philologists, or publishers11. they were also proved 
by publication of the renaissance printers12. not 
only were the cracow printers well-informed in 
the then contemporary european book market, 
but they adjusted their publishing program to 
the needs of the readership of both scholastic as 
well as humanistic writings13. Furthermore, they 
participated in the formation of the editorial ele-
ments of the book that reveal relations between 
writers and readers14.

the formation of the unique res publica lit
terarum15 is depicted by the prints from the first 
half of the 16th century, recorded in the catalogue, 
belonging both to the literature of the seven lib-

eral arts that prepared to studies in the fields of 
philosophy and theology, and to the then shaping 
humanistic writing.

the renaissance idea of man, particularly 
the search for answers to existential questions 
led the then contemporary writers to draw form 
the spiritual legacy of antique, as well as to the 
Judeo-christian culture. what was published at 
that time were the texts in Greek-roman tradi-
tion, and cicero, demosthenes, homer, ovid, 
plutarch, plato, seneca, euripides, titus Flavius 
Josephus, persius Flaccus, and other propagators, 
for example, Jan of oświęcim – one of the first 
proponents of humanism in the cracow academy. 
the developing biblical studies and patristics were 
signs of the rejuvenation of christian life and 
the church, as well as they contributed to the 
emergence of the positive theology that served 
to defend faith16. pope leo X’s bulla treated about 
this „matter,” as well as a postulate of erasmus of 
rotterdam (1465–1526) illustrates its definition: 
purificatio Ecclesiae et cordis17, being a  vision of 
the evangelical christian faith, whose realization 
was dictated in the new editions of scriptures of 
the church Fathers. it was also in accordance 
with the views represented by lawrence valla 
(ca  1407–1457), a  propagator of classical latin 
and author of Elegantiarum libri omnes, among 
other oeuvres. aside form works by erasmus of 
rotterdam, among writings penned by eminent 
philologists, there were also texts by rudolphus 
agricola (huysman), conversant in Greek and 
hebrew, an ardent advocate of classical stud-
ies, which he formulated in his oeuvre, entitled 
De inventione dialectica. particularly popular in 
antiquity were grammar books by aelius donat, 
and by Jan of stobnica, theobald Billican, or 
Michael Falkner. Jan of Głogów was the author 
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of the 16th century grammar book Minoris Donati 
de octo partibus orationis compendiosa interpreta
tion; while laurentius corvinus was renowned 
for his coursebook to classical style, which at the 
same time was the “hymn” in favor of cracow. 
studies devoted to rhetoric paved the way for 
a participation in many important forms of public 
life. Moreover, it started to be regarded as a vital 
element of humanistic education: orator est vir 
bonus, dicendi peritus (cato Major). a  treaty by 
Jan szklarek (of dobczyce), theologian, conver-
sant in canonical law, and a preacher, who edited 
a  coursebook that was a  companion to studies 
adjusted to the polish recipient18.

publications of the church Fathers belonged 
to classic works, for example, Philosophiae natu
ralis Isagoge, published by Jan haller, as well as 
texts by albertus Magnus, a  dominican known 
as doctor universalis, who in aristotle’s oeuvres 
perceived a  possibility of reconciliation of scien-
tific knowledge and faith. this group of writings 
can also have Orationes by Basil of caesarea and 
De communione Eucharistiae penned by ioannes 
chrysostomus (“golden-mouthed”). these two 
writers, along with Gregory of nazianzuz, were 
regarded as most eminent Fathers of the church. 
saint Bonaventure (Giovanni Fidanza), a  theolo-
gian, philosopher scholastic, the eighth general 
of the Franciscans was aolso referred to as doctor 
seraphicus. Bonaventure edited the acts of his 
own order and was the author of two biografies 
of saint Francisci (Legenda maior s. Francisci and 
Legenda minor s. Francisci). also, Breviloquium 
Banaventurae edited by rudolphus agricola was 
very well-known at that time. however, pseudo-
Bonaventure is considered to have worked on 
the popular Meditationes Vitae Christi. polish 
editions were edited by Baltazar opeć (Balthazar 
de cracovia) and published in 1552 in Jan haller’s 
printing house, bearing the title Żywot pana Jesu 
Krista (a life of Jesu krist), with a preface by Jan 
sandecki, as well as Żywot wssechmocnogo syna 
bożego pana Jesu Krista (a  life of the almighty 
son of God Jesu krist) by hieronim wietor.

hermeneutic (exegetic) literature, which aimed 
at understanding the sense of the Bible in the 
west, began to develop in the 4th century. it was 
the time, when more eminent commentators of 
the Bible stared to emerge, whereas exegetic writ-
ings were penned by most outstanding writers of 
the patrological period; their form was diversified 

to a great extent, that is, it ranged from typical sci-
entific treaties to accessible homilies. within this 
group, there are texts of theoretical and doctrinal 
nature (speculative theology), as well as of practi-
cal and moral one (practical and moral theology).

apart from the above-mentioned editions, pos-
tillas also gained popularity, which commented on 
particular books of the old and new testaments, 
for instance, psalms (Jan van campen, andrzej 
krzycki), epistles (Michael Falkener, stanisław 
leopolita). a  bishop andreas de escobar (1348–
1448), a  doctor of theology and a  papal confes-
sor, was known for his bucolic writings, such as 
Confessio minor, De decimis, Canones penitentiales. 
in 1535, his popular coursebook Contenta hoc 
libello modus confitendi, with exegesis, examples 
and canons for confessors, was published by 
Maciej szarffenberg. numerous marginalia prove 
its readership reception. similar works, directed 
to preachers and confessors, were published by 
Jakub of tuchów, Mikołaj of Błonie (nicolaus var-
saviensis), Jan of oświęcim, walentyn of poznań, 
while Mateusz of kościan published Cohortiacio 
Samaticarum Ecclesiarum ad antiquae et avitae 
religionis observationem.

in speculative theology, writings by repre-
sentatives of early scholasticism and late medieval 
authors were collected. the most renowned and 
thus mot popular scholastic oeuvre, which laid the 
foundations for lectures in theology in the Middle 
ages, were Sententiae penned by peter lombard, 
which were commented on in the renaissance as 
well, for example by Michael Falkener. among 
philosophical texts, numerous editions of aris-
totle’s works, along with commentaries, should 
be mentioned at the beginning. From the 16th 
century cracow editions of aristotle’s works, the 
following have been found in the book collection, 
Trium librorum de anima Aristotelis familiaris 
exposition, edited by Florian Ungler, Logica vetus 
and Textus elenchorum, as well as monographs by 
pietro roselli, Jacob Fabri or Michael Falkener. 
Moreover, texts by duns scotus and albertus 
Magnus had their commentaries written.

a considerable collection was also that of con-
troversial literature, both by the proponents of the 
catholic wing and other faiths, such as stanisław 
Byliński, Jan cochlaeus, John eck, andrzej kry-
cki, or thomas de vio. Filippo archinto (1500–
1558), the archbishop of Milan, a theologian, law-
yer, and papal diplomat, was also the author of 
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several critical treaties. his Christianium de fide et 
sacramentis dictum was regarded as best lecture in 
faith as well as best polemical work by befriended 
Johannes dantiscus. thus, stanislaus hosius was 
delegated to prepare a polish edition, which would 
be published in 1545; however, under a  slightly 
changed title that would emphasize the role of 
the publication christiana de FIDE et sacramentis 
contra haereticorum id temporis errores explanatio. 
this coursebook was supposed to serve as a  cat-
echism in the diocese subordinate to dantiscus.

new religious ideas generated lively interest 
in the cracow center. andrzej Frycz Modrze-
wski made references to disputes that he was 
engaged in with friends in 154619. aside from 
texts by Modrzewski (and his adversaries), the 
volume also comprises writings by the initiators 
of the protestant camp led by Martin luther 
(and his opponent Johann cochlaeus, and in 
poland – Marcin kromer). worth seeing is the 
first lutheran text, published for the purpose of 
people dwelling in the dutchy of prussia. albrecht 
hohenzollern (1490–1568), the last grand master 
of the teutonic knights, and the first duke of 
prussia, become known as an advocate and a pro-
tector of lutheranism, which he became interested 
in 1521, whereas in 1525 he definitely broke with 
catholicism. For the purpose of the new religion, 
albrecht formed an administrational, political, 
and religious organization (Landeskirchentum), 
which is depicted in the 1544 edition of the act 
on the supreme power of the glory of God (Us
tawa o  zwierzchniei chwale Bozei). in the first 
decree on page one, albrecht emphasizes that 
after the inspection of “all [prussian] states and 
districts,” he sees a need for settling church mat-
ters, “[…] so as all matter […] is kindly and justly 
handled, and the servants of our lord Jesus christ 
and his holy word, just and necessary food were 
given […] for the spreading of his glory and true 
teachings.” owing to the collaboration between 
bishops, theologians, and preachers, standariza-
tion act was prepared, with regard to acts on the 
land assembly from the year 1525, and then under 
penalty for not abiding, forwarded to the follow-
ers to their “unvarying and uniform behavior.” 
the text was not only published for the purpose 
of the “education of the common man,” but also 
read four weeks before “the town of catechism” 
was introduced. its significance was strengthened 
by a letter from their superiors, which concerned 

the range of being effective and the nature of the 
proposed ceremonies as well. they referred to the 
patterns of behavior during mass, absolution, and 
teachings on murderers, funeral, and also com-
mon prayers. an expression of particular care of 
the correctness of the edition is the errata, placed 
at the end, along with the explanation of mistakes, 
“the printer would not know a word in polish.” in 
królewiec albrecht initiated publication of first 
reformation works in polish (in 1535–1567 eighty-
one titles were released), books in latin and 
German were offered to sigismund augustus as 
well20. the university in królewiec, established in 
1544, favored the dissemination of the protestant 
faith. tolerance towards other faiths was charac-
teristic of polish christianity in the renaissance21. 
however, books published at that time were very 
useful to all christians. they were directed to 
the followers of Judaism, who “regard themselves 
a  liberated nation, curse christians, speak foul of 
them, think them rejected by God, not knowing 
their own condemnation”22.

asceticism, mystics, hagiography were rep-
resented by works written by eminent masters 
and theoreticions of the spiritual life, such as, for 
example, Bernard of clairvaux. polish saints were 
in focus, which proved the publication of the life 
of saint stanislaus (Vita s. Stanislai) edited by 
Jan długosz, and also the life of saint casimir. 
close to this vein was also secular historiography 
with a  leading figure of Maciej of Miechów, the 
author of Chronica Polonoru[m] and Tractatus 
de duabus Sarmatiis Asiana et Europiana et de 
contentis in eis.

Filippo Buonaccorsi (Philippus Callimachus 
Experiens, Bonacursius), an italian humanist, was 
the author of The life of Władysław of Varna, 
while sigismund von herberstein, an envoy to 
poland and the Grand dutchy of Moscow, com-
mited his russian experiences on pages of Co
mentari della Moscovia et parimente della Russia. 
From antique history leonardo Bruni (aretino) 
translated Xenophon’s Historia rerum gestarum in 
Graecia and the austrian diplomat and historian 
edited the history of roman emperors.

the 16th century was the time of the increase 
in legislative activity of the polish church, which 
resulted in reforms brought about on provincial 
synods (from 1510 to 1577) as well as diocesan 
ones. archbishop Jan Łaski called fifteen synods 
whose purpose was, among other things, to pro-
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tect the “purity of faith”23; however, a  sign of his 
legislative activity and his connections with the 
court are, for example, Co[m]mune incliti Polonie 
Regni privilegium co[n]stitution [et] indultu[m] 
publicitus decretorum approbatoru[m]q[ue], as 
well as a  speech delievered by pope leo X. the 
teaching and exegesis of the creed, which was em-
phasized during the council of trent, were based 
on catechisms24, whereas copies of Mass books, 
breviaries, directoria, and psalters were prepared 
for liturgical needs. the missals of the poznań and 
Gniezno diocese belong to most interesting ones, 
as they are printed on parchment, ornamented 
with initials and fleurons. psalters are unique as 
well, for example those edited by walenty wróbel, 
printed by Florian Ungler, hieronim wietor and 
Maciej scharffenberg, with a  preface by andrzej 
Glaber of kobylin, professor of the cracow acad-
emy.

Moreover, translation of books on hause-
hold management and agriculture of pietro de 
crescenzi (1230–1320/21)25 – an italian agrono-
mist and physician who described his experience 
in this matter26 – were attributed to this author. it 
is worth paying attention to polish vocabulary27 
used in the translation, most probably by andrzej 
trzecieski. among popular prints, there were also: 
herbaria by odo Magdunensis, for example, Arti
um et medicinae doctora, which was provided with 
names and interpretations derived from the polish 
herbarium; the first herbarium in the polish lan-
guage by Falimir, as well as a coursebook (a collec-
tion of medical advice) Regimen sanitatis medico
rum Parisiensium by Franciscus Mymerus; works 
in medicine, for example by henricus cornelius 
agrippa ab netteshym (1486–1535). this doctor 
of law, historian, alchemist also studied theology, 
medicine, literature (he was conversant in eight 
languages); however, agrippa was particularly in-
terested in astrology (published calendars), esoter-
ic, and occultism. since 1522, agrippa was practic-
ing as a physician, and also as a “tsarist physician.” 
in 1528, he fought the plague in antwerp. his ex-
periences were made part of his work, which was 
published by Maciej scharffenberg in 1543 – Krót
ka nauka rządzenia ku ustrzeżeniu od zarażenia 
powietrza (a  short history of rule to warn 
against the contamination of the air). a  fear of 
epidemic, common at that time in europe, also 
reached poland. hence there occurred the need of 
this edition, which was published in hope to “rule 

and behave in a due way, or in contaminating to 
safe life with God’s help.” aside from the descrip-
tions of meals and drinks, accompanied with the 
necessary annotation “the almighty made medi-
cine from the earth, and a wise man shall not re-
strain from hay,” the author illustrates “a  custom 
of letting blood in such an adventure,” in this way 
stressing that “much depends on that.” this pro-
cedure referred to then contemporary concept of 
the reasons for falling ill. the renaissance natural 
history gradually liberated from metaphysics and 
poesy at that time. however, it was not until at the 
close of the 16th century that more systematic and 
uniform research was conducted in this matter. 
nonetheless, it was andreas vesalius who made 
careful, anatomical observations, independently 
of Galen. his works proposed entirely new per-
spective on anatomy and rectified former views.

in the analyzed collection, several well-known 
editions of mathematical and astronomical works 
were found, for example, by petrus de alliaco, 
Baltazar licht’s algoritmus linealis, or Theoriae 
novae planetarum by Jerzy peuerbach (purbach); 
works by Jan Blanchin, Mikołaj prugner, sebas-
tian Münster’s Horologiographia, or works by Jan 
of stobnica. „disciplina numerorum arithmetica 
est” – these words begin the treaty Algorithmus, 
which makes references to aristotelian teachings, 
written probably in 1491, for the year was regarded 
in the text as annus currens. Under the influ-
ence of the european humanists, theological and 
philosophical thought28, as well as works in math-
ematics, astronomy, law, and historiography were 
developing in poland. among the polish authors, 
well-known in the collection, were Mikołaj of 
Błonie, Maciej Miechowita (Maciej of Miechów), 
stanislaus hosius, Jan Baliński, Johannes dan-
tiscus, Jan of Głogów, Grzegorz of szamotuły, Jan 
of tuchola, Jan of stobnica, Mikołaj Jaskier, and 
andrzej krzycki.

a  characteristic feature of the renaissance 
theologians and thinkers was their involvement in 
the public sphere, which was reflected in numer-
ous texts of occasional literature that often treated 
about then contemporary polish and european 
social and political sphere. a  significant number 
of those works is devoted to the events at the royal 
court, and thus they are dedicated to the king, as 
well as to secular and clerical dignitaries. Moreo-
ver, speeches and orations, which were delivered 
on ceremonial occasions in the local and euro-
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pean environment, were published at that time 
as well. Furthermore, epithalamiums and funeral 
speeches were created; coronations and battle 
victories were celebrated; threats like a  war with 
turkey or religious themes were taken up. paweł 
of krosno wrote an epithalamium in honor of Jan 
lubrański, a  bishop of poznań, and extolled the 
marriage ceremony of sigismund i  the old with 
Barbara zápolya. Moreover, he eulogized the vic-
tory of sigismund i the old in the battle of orsza 
and the victory over Moscow. in 1515 paweł of 
krosno had a  poem “carmina” published, which 
was created on the occasion of the First congress 
of vienna. piotr rozjusz, for example, eulogized 
the marriage between sigismund ii augustus and 
elisabeth of austria. other themes concerned the 
death of sigismund i  the old. 

on January 1, 1530, romolo Quirino amaseo 
(1489–1552), an alumnus of the University of 
Mantova, in his oration De pace delievered in 
Bolonia to the pope and the emperor, summoned 
to peace that would favor combined operations 
agains turks, especially after they instigated to 
fight against the house of habsburg in 1529. 
turks conquered Belgrade, rhodes, and finally 
hungary, which made turkish invasion a  real 
threat to europe divided by the French versus 
empire conflict. imperial hegemony led to aliance 
between France, venice, duchy of Milan, and the 
pope, which aimed to resist imperial rule in italy.

in terms of language, the analyzed col-
lection is predominantly written in latin 
(257 titles), 12 titles are rendered in polish, 
whereas three in German, which proves 
the increasing influence exterted by the 

humanistic ideas, along with the emphasis on 
literature rendered in national languages”29. hi-
eronim wetor said: “thus i  ventured so the 
polish writing spread due to my own work and 
a  considerable effort to the honor and fame of 

in 1527 its army conquered and plundered 
rome, and pope clement vii was imprisoned 
in the castle of the holy angel. in 1529 a  treaty 
of cambrai was signed, whose benefits fell to 
charles v. characteristically, charles v gener-
ously rewarded an italian humanist for his speech 
with 300 ducats, among others, which supported 
charles’s interests. on February 24, 1529 the pope 
crowned charles v a  caesar, on which occasion 
amaseo delievered two more orations. another 
author, a  Greek poet andronicus tranquilius 
parthenius, retreated from constantinopole to 
italy in 1453. afterwards he departed for Brazil 
where he taught Greek, and after that to paris. 
andronicus tranquilius parthenius first arrived in 
poland in 1512 in the retinue of primate Jan Łaski. 
Moreover, he maintained contacts with bishops 
stanislaus hosius and samuel Maciejowski, as 
well as with seweryn Boner. in 1544 he abided 
at the court of castellan andrzej Górka, who was 
the addresser of a  letter published in 1545. in his 
laudation, there is also the name of Jan tarnowski, 
at whose place the poet resided afterwards. the 
other letter is addressed “ad optimates polonos 
admonition.” an interesting document depicting 
passages to Moscow as part of diplomatic mission 
was penned by siegmund Freiherr von herber-
stain. these texts constitute a unique and remark-
ably compelling panorama of the contemporary 
world, both because of the authors and recipients.

the rules of editing
the renowned polish crown”30. this regularity 
is also visible on prints that derive from polish 
or european printing houses. cracow prevailed 
(216 titles), while other printing houses were 
from württemberg, vienna, venice, leipzig, and 
nuremberg. Few prints came from königsberg, 
augsburg, Basel, strasbourg, Mainz, and köln. 
a  multitude of these printing houses proves the 
reception and access in the republic of poland of 
literature published abroad, as well as emphasizes 
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a prominent role the center in cracow performed 
in the golden age of printing. in general, the 
present catalogue contains records of 275 prints 
from the 1st half of the 16th century, stored in 
the vasyl stefanyk national scientific library of 
Ukraine. subsequent volumes are being prepared, 
that is, a catalogue of prints from the second half 
of the 16th century, as well as content and formal 
description of the collection from the 16th cen-
tury31, illustrated against the history of the library 
and cultural trends of the renaissance, as well as 
the 19th century. the idea to conduct the research 
and publish the catalogue was undertaken by 
Jolanta Gwioździk.

the basis for the research was the recon-
struction of a  historical part of the collection, 
along with its diagnosis, documentation, descrip-
tion, and an in-depth, multifaceted analysis. the 
methodology consisted in separating the 16th-
century prints, based on the extant catalogues32 
and bookplates, which was hindered by defective 
bookplates as well as the physical condition of 
the collection (damaged copies, with no title 
pages or first or final pages, with indecipherable 
notes on their provenience). the research was 
conducted in the special collections department 
of the lviv national vasyl stefanyk scientific li-
brary of Ukraine and supervised by olha kolos-
owska. next, a  catalogue of prints was compiled 
(by Jolanta Gwioździk and iwona pietrzkiewicz), 
which was done in accordance with the norm 
pn-n-01152-8 Bibiographic description. Old prints. 
entries form was standardized by renata Frączek, 
according to thesaurus heritage of the printed 
Book database (hpB). a picture of the title page 
was added to description (phot. tadeusz Maciąg). 
the information on the analyzed old prints was 
checked with regard to its occurrence in basic 
polish and world sources of information (91 
searched traditional and electronic sources) by 
renata Frączek and tadeusz Maciąg. the main 
electronic source of information used in biblio-
graphic citations were the following: the heritage 
of the printed Book database (hpB), karlsruher 
virtuelle katalog (kvk), Bielefeld academic 
search engine (Base), central catalogue: na-
tional, academic & specialist library catalogue 
(copac), and Gateway to library catalogues, 
whose software enables the sequential search 
through over 300 world catalogues and databases 
in the library of congres, as well as the euro-

pean library – whose web portal provides access 
to the national european libraries. indexing lists 
in bibliographic and catalogue sources point to 
their presence in the polish and european cultural 
heritage. the vast number of titles was recorded 
by traditional bibliographies and catalogues, pre-
dominantly, estricher’s bibliography (256 entries), 
Bibliographia polonica (203) and a  catalogue of 
old prints of the national ossoliński institute 
(170). the electronic catalogue of the national 
library (Bnpol) contains 127 records; hpB – 
72; copac – 56 were identified; GBv databases 
– 51 entries; BvB – 44 entries, worldcat – 53. 
among digital libraries the greatest number of 
entries were found in lower silesia digital library 
(dBc), then in wielkopolska digital library (14 
records), and silesian digital library (ŚBc) – 13.

an outline of the history of the collection, 
as well as its reception, is implicit in bookplates, 
especially when they illustrate some excerpts of 
collections, either secular or religious ones, whose 
record, along with the localization and an at-
tempt at dating, are included in the comments 
part of the catalogue, as well as very frequently 
elaborate marginalia. Most of the analyzed old 
prints come from wiktor Baworowski’s and zyg-
munt czarnecki of rusko’s collections, and are 
depicted in the form of stamps, ex libris, or 
supraexlibra. similarly applied was ex libris of 
the library of count wiktor Baworowski Foun-
dation, compiled and elaborated in a  form of 
an oval stamp by an engraver eugeniusz Unger 
from lviv. the engraving said: BiBlioth[eca] 
Bavoroviana leopolien[sis], z  herbem 
wilczekosy (BiBlioth[eca] Bavoroviana 
leopolien[sis] wilczekosy coat of arms)33. the 
last element of description is the cover. a  vast 
number of prints were bound at the turn of the 
19th and 20th centuries, which was most probably 
the result of splitting the original bookbinding 
blocks. old covers were partially damaged; oth-
ers were under conservation work. only 10% of 
covers come from the epoch. Boards, and light 
and dark brown leather prevailed. they were or-
namented with plaques and engravings, and traces 
of buckle fasteners.

along with the work on the preparation of the 
catalogue, works on microbiological and physico-
chemical analysis were carried on by tadeusz 
Maciąg, who claimed that the collection was not 
microbiologically threatened, the paper was in 
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good condition, and storage conditions require 
special care on the part of the librarians. The 
collection also shows traces of its history, which 
can be perceived in spillage blots, spots, partial 
burning, mechanical and microbiological damage 
to the pages and cover. The performed analysis 
places special focus upon about 20% of the col-
lection, which should be subject to conservation 
and binding works.

The elaboration of the 16th-century collection 
of prints certainly proves its unique value for 
the mental culture of the old, as well as today’s 
Lviv. At the same time, this collection testifies its 
meaning and the role of the Polish history and 
culture of the bygone ages, which now comprise 
an element of our common heritage. Therefore, 
we present the readers with this catalogue, en tibi 
candide Lector.

Jolanta Gwioździk
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